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The problem motivating this paper is to determine the fields of definition 
and the field of moduli of a branched covering of a curve over @ from its 
topological description. 
Roughly speaking, F is a field of definition of a curve ‘6 if the curve is 
the locus of polynomial equations whose coefficients all lie in F. The situa- 
tion is similar for coverings. The field of moduli of a covering is, at least 
in certain circumstances, the intersection of all fields of definition, so it is 
a natural object of study. 
From a topological viewpoint, to give a branched covering of a curve 9 
is to give a subgroup of the fundamental group of 9 minus the branch 
points of the covering. The Ricmann Existence Theorem (see [Fu, Proposi- 
tion 1.23 and [GAGA]) says that if 9 is an algebraic curve, then any 
branched covering, V + 8, of 9 is (equivalent to one which is) algebraic. 
If 9 and the branch points of 9 are defined over a number field F then the 
branched covering is defined over some number field. The motivating 
problem above is to determine the relationship between the topological 
data for a branched covering and the resulting number fields. 
One reason to study the above problem is that if a branched covering is 
galois, with galois group G, if 9 = P’, and if the covering is defined over 
Q, then by Hilbert’s Irreducibility Theorem (see [L DC]) the group G 
occurs as a galois group over Q. 
The main result here is roughly as follows. Let % be an algebraic curve 
over @ which is also defined over a number field F. Let % 5 9 be a 
G-galois branched covering whose branch points are defined over a finite 
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extension of F. Then the field of moduli of % 2 2 is ramified only over 
a subset of the union of 
(1) the primes of bad reduction of 9, 
(2) the primes dividing the degree of the covering, IG!, and 
(3) the primes p for which the branch locus becomes singular 
modulo p. 
To illustrate the primes in (3), let 9 = iD’ and consider the afline patch 
Spec(C[x]). Suppose the branch locus of the covering is given by the 
ideals (.Y -- (I, ), (X - u2), . . . . (x- a,), where the u, arc all rational integers. 
Then the primes for which the branch locus becomes singular are the 
primes which divide some ai - u, (i # j). 
The strategy of the proof is as follows: We first establish that the primes 
which ramify in the field of moduli arc contained in the primes of bad 
reduction of the covering (Section 3). We then show that the primes of bad 
reduction of the covering are contained in the primes of (l), (2) and (3) 
(Sections 4 and 5). 
Theorem 5.5 is a generalization of Theorem 3.5.3 of [B th]. The proof 
uses different techniques. 
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
If K is a number field then G, denotes its ring of integers. If p is a prime 
ideal of C,, then 6, denotes the localization of 15, at p. 
Let A c B be rings, with B of finite type over A. Let p be a prime ideal 
of A and let q be a prime ideal of B lying over p (i.e. q r? A = p). Then the 
extension A c B is unrumified ut q if p . B, = q . B,, and B,,!‘q . B, is a 
separable extension of A,ly . A,,. If this fails to hold, then the extension is 
ramified at q. If B is unramified over every prime ideal which lies over p 
then p is wzram$ed in B. 
SECTION 1. BACKGROLYD MATERIAL AND THE BASIC’ SETUP 
Throughout this paper, let ‘+? 4 9 be a finite. dominant morphism of 
connected, complete, smooth curves over C; this will be called a branched 
cocering (of curves). 
Let G bc a finite group. Assume that C(V) is galois over C(9) with 
group G, where C(‘&) and C(Q) denote the function lields of % and <Q 
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respectively. The covering ?? + 1 9, together with a fixed G-action on V (or 
C(g)), is called a G-galois branched covering, and is denoted V? 5 9. 
The branch points of ‘6 + 9 are the points of 9 for which the number of 
points in the inverse image is less than the degree of the map (the degree 
is the same as [C(‘&): C(9)]). (See [SGAI] for the definition of branch 
locus for morphisms in general.) 
Assume that 8, and some point of 9, are defined over a number field F. 
In other words, there is a curve 9F which is connected, complete, and 
smooth over F, such that 5?,,.xp C z 9. 9,. will be called a model.for 9 over 
F. If K is an extension of F then gK will always mean 9:,-xF K, the induced 
model for 9 over K. 
Since. $pxF @ r 9, there is a map 9 + gp. If P is a closed point of 3 
then P is defined over F if the image of P in 9F is a closed point, and its 
residue licld is F. 
WC will assume that each of the branch points of ?Z -+ 9 is defined over 
some finite extension of F. 
If Kc @ is an extension of F and if there arc models eK, SK for 99 and 
9 over K and a finite morphism 9& -+ QK which induces ‘8 + Y, then K is 
called a field o/definition of ‘6 + 8. If, in addition, the function field exten- 
sion, K(%‘)IK(%), corresponding to VK -+ .%K is galois with group G, then K 
is called a j?eld 01 definition qf the G-galois branched covering ‘8 5 8. 
Again, we write qK 3 9, to denote the covering together with a fixed 
G-action. Note that K is algebraically closed in both K(g) and K(3). 
For example, O(<,) (where c7 denotes a primitive cube root of unity) is 
a field of delinition of the Z/3-galois covering corresponding to the licld 
extension C(x) c @(x)[JJ]/(~~ -x) because 0((,)(x) c Q([,)(x)[J]/ 
(y3 -x) is galois with group Z/3, while Q is a field of definition of the 
covering without its group action. 
If cr is an automorphism of @ leaving F fixed then since 9 is defined over 
F (with model 9f-), g induces a G-galois branched covering 9YA .9 
(where the G-action is the induced one). The field of moduli of ‘#z 9 
(with respect to the model .QF) is the fixed field in @ of those 
automorphisms of @ over F which take V? 2 9 to an equivalent G-galois 
covering. Two G-galois branched coverings ‘?? s 54 and .$? -% .9 are called 
equivalent if there is an isomorphism from ia onto (6 which factors through 
the identity on 9 and which takes the G-action on ,49 -% 9 to the G-action 
on 9? 41, 8. 
Similarly, the Jeld of moduli of 9? + Cd (u’ithout the G-action) is the fixed 
field in C of those automorphisms of @ over F which take % -+ .9 to an 
equivalent covering, where ‘6 + 9 and $9 -+ 9 are equivalent if there is an 
isomorphism from .B onto V which factors through the identity on 9. 
The field of moduli of (8 -% .9 is the intersection of all fields of definition 
of ?Z 2 % [C-H, Proposition 2.71 but the field of moduli need not be a 
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field of definition (e.g., see [C-H, Example 2.61). On the other hand, the 
field of moduli of % --f B (without the group action) is the unique minimal 
field of definition of $9 -+ 9 [C-H, Proposition 2.51. 
Since the branch points of % + ,9 are defined over a finite extension of 
F, there is a finite, galois extension K of F, such that the branch points 
of ‘8 + 9 are all defined over F and such that K is a field of definition of 
59 2 B (see, e.g., [C-H, Section 21). 
Assume there is a Noctherian, normal, connected scheme, 9, over (if 
such that 9;. x (~ Fz $Zfi- and such that the morphism from 9;. to C,. is flat, 
proper, and of fmitc type. Such a scheme will bc called a normul mod~‘i /or 
9p owr e,,,.. Let 2:. and (6’; be the induced normal models for 9K and SK 
over c’, (recall from the previous paragraph that K is a finite, galois cxten- 
sion of F over which % 2 9 is defined). If .9’,. is given by affine patches 
Spec RI , Spec R, ) . . . . then 91. is just given by the affme patches Spec S,. 
Spec Sz, . . . . where S, is the integral closure of R, in K(9). So there is a 
finite morphism $7’;; -+ -:,.;C. 
The group G act\ on”; 
We will also refer Co ‘G’g + QK as a covering. 
I : 9 K, so WC will write %i z 9’; to denote the 
covering, together with the fixed group action on %i. Warning: 9; need 
not be 9;. xcF (IK (although this is true locally if 9,:. has good reduction). 
For example, consider the covering corresponding to the extension. 
Z[.K] c Z[X, y]!( y2 - 3x), of integrally closed domains. Let K = Q and 
I, = 0(,./j). Then Z[$][.X, .v].:‘(J’ - 3-u) is not integrally closed. 
Since ‘J: z G)n; xex C, there is a map 9 --f 9;. Now the branch locus of 
% + 9 is a finite set of points of 9. Their image in Sk. (think of “spreading 
out” the points over cK) is a subscheme whose irreducible components may 
meet at various points. 
1 .I. I>EF~~I~Io~. Let u be a prime ideal of CF. The branch locus of 
% -+ 9 does not become singular mod& p if no two irreducible components 
of the image of the branch locus in 9, meet in the fiber over p. (See the 
Introduction for an example.) 
Surnrnar~ qj’ Notution and Assumptions 
Y , 2 9 is a G-galois branched covering over C; @(%)/C(9) is the 
corresponding G-galois function field extension. 
gKz gK is a model for ‘8 --% % over a number field K; K(%),IK(Q j 
is the corresponding G-galois function field extension. 
59; z 9; is a normal model for VYK 2 gK over Ci. 
9; is a normal model for 3 over C;;. 
K (as above) is a finite, galois extension of F, and 9;: induces 9,. 
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The branch points of %? + 9 are defined over K. Some point of 9 is defined 
over F. 
SECTION 2. GOOD REDUCTION AND INTEGRAL REDUCTION 
Recall that $?K 2 3K is a G-galois branched covering over a number 
field K, with corresponding function field extension X(%)/K(S) which is 
galois with galois group G. ‘??Ls 9’ K is the corresponding covering over 
f; 
K’ 
If p is a maximal ideal of OK with residue field k= fiK!p then we will 
denote 9;~~. k by Sk, called the reduction modulo p of 9:. If & is 
reduced and irreducible we will denote its function field by k(9). 
2.1. DEFINITIONS. Let p be a maximal ideal of (“k and let k = GK/p. 93: 
has good reduction at p if & is connected and smooth over k and if k is 
algebraically closed in k(9). The covering $9~~ 9; has good reduction 
at p if both %i and .9; have good reduction at p and the field extension 
k(%‘)/k(.Q) is galois with group G = gal(%/9) = gal(K(V)/K(,9)). 9; has 
integrul reduction at p if & is integral (i.e., reduced and irreducible) and k 
is algebraically closed in k(B). The covering ‘X> 2 g;( has integral 
reduction at p if & and 9k both have integral reduction at p and the field 
extension k(%)/k(9) is galois with group G. 
Note that good reduction implies integral reduction. 
Here are the above definitions translated into ring-theoretic terms. 
2.2. LEMMA. 9pK has integral reduction (respectively good reduction) at p 
if and only if for every local ring A of u closed point on g$ in the fiber 
over p, 
(* ) the ring A/p . A is an integral domain (respectively u regulur 10~1 
ring of dimension one) and 
(** ) k = OK/p is ulgehraicully closed in Alp . A. 
Proof: If 9; has integral (respectively good) reduction then it is clear 
(using the fact that smooth over k implies regular, see [M, Theorem 613) 
that Conditions (*) and (**) hold for every local ring A of a closed point 
on 9: in the fiber over p. 
Conversely, assume that (*) and (**) hold. We first show that & is 
connected. By the Stein factorization theorem, [H, Corollary 11.5 and 
Remark 11.1.1, or EGA III, Section 43,J 9; + Spec( cK) can be factored as 
gdf’, where f’ is a morphism with connected fibers and g is a finite 
morphism. But since K is algebraically closed in K(V) and since cK is 
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integrally closed, .J’docs not dominate any linitc morphisms. Thereforef’has 
connected fibers. 
If %;C does not have integral reduction then there is some connected, 
affme open set of gk such that the ring of functions on this open set is not 
an integral domain. Let B denote this ring of functions. Let 0 # h E B be a 
zero divisor. Then since every prime ideal of B must contain either b or its 
annihilator, Ann(h), connectedness implies that some maximal ideal, b, of 
B contains both h and Ann(h). Thus h is a non-zero zero divisor in B,. But 
now this is a contradiction, since B, is a local ring of the form A/p . A as 
in Condition (*). The case of good reduction now follows from the fact 
that a local ring of dimension one containing k = GKjp is smooth over k if 
and only if it is a regular local ring, see [M, Section 291. 1 
2.3. Remarks. If (*) holds then the above proof shows that Fk is 
integral. In this case (**) is equivalent to: k is algebraically closed in k(0). 
If Condition (*) holds for all sufficiently large number fields K then Condi- 
tion (**) automatically holds. Also, if some point of gK is defined over K, 
then its reduction modulo p is defined over k: and again k is algebraically 
closed in k(9). 
Good reduction and integral reduction for coverings and for curves are 
almost the same. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let p he a maximal ideal of Cc,. Assume that the charac- 
rerisiic of CK!p does not divide the order of G = gal(Vj.55). If both 9: and 
W;l haur good (respectively integral) reduction at p then the cooering 
SC -% 9: has good (respectively integral) reduction at p. 
Proof We must show that the reduced covering Vk -+ Sk is galois with 
galois group G. 
Let A be the local ring of a point on &3i;, in the fiber over p and let B 
be the integral closure of A in K(q). Then by either integral reduction or 
good reduction, p . A and p . B are prime ideals of A and B respectively. Let 
A,, B, be the localizations of A and B at p . A and p B respectively. Then 
k(B) = AP/p .A, and k(g) = B,,Jp . B,. 
Since 9, is normal, A is integrally closed. Thus A, is a discrete valua- 
tion ring (dvr), because p . A is a prime ideal of A of height one. Similarly, 
B, is also a dvr. By applying the formula 1 e;,/;= II [S LF, Section 4, 
Proposition IO] to A, c B,, we have [k(%): k(9)] = [K(W): K(B)]. Since 
[K(g): K(g)] = ICI is prime to the characteristic of k(B), it follows from 
[S LF, I, Section 7, Proposition 203 that k(59) is a galois extension of k(9) 
with galois group isomorphic to G. 1 
Good reduction and integral reduction behave well under base change, 
as the next proposition shows. 
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2.5. PROPOSITION. Let L be a finite extension of K, Let Q be a maximal I 
ideal of CrK, let q he a maximal ideal I$&~ lying over p, and let k = 6,/p and 
I= CL/q he the corresponding residue fields. 
(a) If9: has good (respectively integral) reduction at Q, then 9: has 
good (respectively integral) reduction at q. 
(b) lf‘rither condition in (a) holds then l(g)rl@, k(Q). 
We first need a lemma. 
2.6. b3WiA. Let R be a Noetherian domain and let T be the integral 
closure qj’ R (in its fraction field). Assume that x E R generates a prime ideal 
of R C$ height one. Then CI generates a prime ideal in T, 
Proof: First observe that R(,) is a regular local ring of dimension one 
since its maximal ideal is generated by a. Therefore R(,) is integrally closed. 
Let S= R - (x). Then S’T is integral over S ‘R = R(,), and so S ‘T= 
R ,%). Now S does not meet any prime ideal of T lying over (x). Therefore 
the prime ideal Q of T, defined by Q = 2. R,,,n T, is the only prime 
ideal of T lying over (a) and hence the only height one prime idcal of T 
containing tl. Note that T, = R(,) and Q . T, = 2. R,,). 
Since T is an integrally closed domain [M, Theorem 381 says that every 
principal ideal of T is unmixed. In other words, the primes associated to a 
principal ideal all have height one. Thus, x. T is a p-primary ideal. Since 
T, is a regular local ring of dimension one [M, Theorem 371, it follows 
that r . T = Q(") for some positive integer n, where pen' = Q" . T, n T, the n th 
symbolic power of Q. But now Q" . T, = Q@). T, = a. T, = Q. T,, so n = 1 
and cr generates a prime ideal of T. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let ,4 be the local ring of a point P of 9; in 
the fiber over Q. Let B be the integral closure of C!, A in L(9), the function 
field of .92. Thus B is the semilocal ring of the points of 9; in the fiber 
over q which lie over the point P. 
Now Q .c’, and (I. a:, arc both principal ideals, say Q . hV = (p) and 
q.&,=(q). Since C$cA and C,,CB, we have q.A=p.A and q.B=q.B. 
Consider the domain C,. A. Since GQ n A = I”, we have cQ. A zc~@A, 
where the tensor product is over 4. Therefore i& . A/q . (C,, . A) z 
fOk A/Q A is a domain, since k is algebraically closed in A/Q . A and since 
A/Q. A is a domain in tither case. 
By applying (the previous) Lemma 2.6 to (!;l. A c B we see that q 
generates a prime ideal in B. Part (b) now follows from the previous 
paragraph. Also, since k is algebraically closed in A/Q. A we have that 1 is 
algebraically closed in I(Q). By Lemma 2.2, 9; has integral reduction at q. 
If 9”;; has good reduction at Q then A/Q. A is smooth over k. Therefore 
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Cq. A/q. (C, . A) z lOk A/p . A is also smooth over 1 and hence integrally 
closed (SW [M, Theorems 61 and 361). Since fJ/q . B is integral over 
CQ . A/q (C, . A), it follows that B/q B = I?,, A!q. (C, . A), and hence is 
smooth over 1. This implies that 2; has good reduction at q. 1 
2.7. COROI.I.ARY. Let L be a Jinite extension qf K. Let p he u maximai 
ideal qf‘ CK, and let q be a maximul ideal of C,, ij’ing oser p. [f ‘ci -% 9~ 
has good reduction (respecticely integral reduction) ut p, then %L -% 9;. bar 
good reduction (respectively integral reduction) ut q. 
SECTION 3. INTEGRAL REDIXTION AND THE FIEI.D OF MOIXLI 
In this section we prove variations on the following proposition: if the 
covering ‘?$A .A’;, has good reduction at all primes lying over +.I, then the 
field of moduh & C ‘: s B is unramified over p. 
The idea of the proof is roughly as follows. If the covering has good 
reduction at a prime q over p then the inertia group of q acts on the cover- 
ing (i.e.. on G) in the same way as it acts on the reduction modulo q of the 
covering, namely trivially. This allows the covering to descend to a field 
which is unramificd over p. For technical reasons, the above can only be 
carried out by working over the field of moduli of V -+ I, without the 
group action. But one then uses the fact that every covering is dominated 
by a nice one whose field of moduli, without its group action is F (the base 
field throughout this paper). 
Throughout this section, let M 3 F be the field of moduli (with respect 
to the model /2;.-) of the covering ‘8 + 2, as a covering without its group 
action. Let L 3 M be the field of moduli of % -% 9, now as a covering with 
its group action (and again with respect to ‘I,,.). 
Recall that VK -% 2, and WC2 9: are models for % 2 9 over the 
number field K and its ring of integers, C,, rcspectivcly. Also K 1 L 3 
MI F, and K is galois over F. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let q he u maximul ideal off, lying owr u maximul 
ideal p of C!,L,. Assume that 59, 2 2!;; has integrul reduction (re.spectiveiJ 
good reduction) at q und that G2‘$ hus integrul reduction (rrspective!)~ good 
reduction) at p. Then there is a field N with M c NC K and qzv unramijied 
otter p, \i-here q,, is the prime of Clv lying under q, such thut the following 
hold: 
(a) The cocering ‘6; --% Cd: descends to C,. That is, there is u normat 
model V)h. for V ooer G,,, and u G-galois cot:ering ‘6:. s Cd;; which induces 
Y?k 2 (9;. (Recall that <2is denotes the normul model induced fkm Pi.) 
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(b) The covering WO,~ %4nO, of part (a) has integral reduction (resprc- 
tively good reduction) at qN. 
Proof By [B, Lemma 2.41 or [Mat, before Satz 1.11, K(g) is galois 
over M(9). 
Let q be a prime of Ck lying over p. Let I, be the inertia group at q, let 
N be its fixed field in K, and let q, = q n C,\,. Let A : gal(K(Q)/N(9)) + 
gal(K(%)jN(9)) be a section for the exact sequence of groups 
1 + gal(K(V)/K(k%)) --f gal(K(U)!N(9)) --+ gal(K(9))lN(9)) -+ 1. (*) 
A section exists by [B, Lemma 2.51 or [Mat, Satz 1.11. We will show that 
whenever c E gal(K( 9))lN(9)), there exists 
g, E G = gal(K(%)/K(,%)), suchthatc?g&‘=g,‘.g.g,,forallgEG. 
Let R,V be the local ring of some point on ,9;, in the fiber over q,,. Let 
R, S be the integral closures of R, in K(B), K(V) respectively. By the 
hypotheses and Lemma 2.2, the ideals q,,,. R,,, q . R: and q .S are prime 
ideals of R,N, R, and S respectively. Let A,V, A, and B be the localizations 
of R,V, R, and S at q,V. R,, q . R, and q. S respectively. 
By Proposition 2.5 (b) and the fact that 6,/q =C’,>/q,,,, we have 
isomorphisms A/q . A r &k/q @fi,,+,V (A,V/q,. A,,,) 2 A,,,jq,. A,,,. Note that 
the isomorphism between A/q. A and A,/q,V. A, is induced by the 
inclusion of R, in R. By hypothesis and Lemma 2.2, B/q. B is galois 
over A!q. A, with galois group isomorphic to G. Let k(V) = B/q. B and 
k(9) = A;q . A = A.,,/q,V. A,V. 
We now define a map 
Y: gal(K(V)/N(S)) + gal(k(V)jk(g)). 
First, note that the elements of gal(K(%‘))lN(Q)) take the rings R and S to 
themselves and the ideals q. R and q . S to themselves (because q is the only 
prime idea1 above q,,,). Thus each element of gal(K(%)/N(9)) gives rise to 
a homomorphism of B//q. B onto itself which leaves A&/q,. A,V = A/q . A 
fixed. But these homomorphisms have inverses and hence are 
automorphisms. Thus we have the map Y, which is obviously a 
homomorphism of groups. 
Let @ = Y/I, (recall that G=gal(K(g)/K(g))). Since R and S are 
integrally closed and since q . R and q . S arc prime ideals of height one, it 
follows that A and B are discrete valuation rings. By [S LF, Section 7, 
Proposition 203, @ maps G onto gal(k(%)/k(s)). Since gal(k(%)/k(.Q)) is 
isomorphic to G by hyothesis, @ is an isomorphism. 
Now let c E gal(K(%)/N(%)). Let g, E G = gal(K(%‘)jK(CZ)) be the unique 
element of G such that Y(6)=Y(g, ‘). Then vl(ci.g.ri ‘)= 
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wg, 1 .x.8,,) for all KEG. But since 6.g.a ‘EG, and since Y’yI, is an 
isomorphism, we have 6. g . c ’ = g, ’ . K. g, for all g E G. 
Define a new section -: gal(K(ii?),/N(%)) + gal(K(V’)/N(9)) for the exact 
sequence (*) by C= g, .ci for OE gal(K(B)/N(B)). To see that - is a 
homomophism, note first that if p E gal(K(9)/N(9)), then fi is charac- 
terized as the unique element in the kernel of Y which maps onto p in the 
natural map to gal(K(B)/N(B)). Now if B, s~gal(K(.9)/N(B)), then 
F TE kcr( Y), and maps to 0. r, therefore (a. T)- = 6. r’. Thus - is a 
section. 
Let ;V(%) be the fixed held of gal(K(.Q)iiV(3))- in K(g). Then IV(%) is 
galois over N(Q), with galois group isomorphic to G, and K(W) = K. N(W). 
Corresponding to the G-galois field extension, W(U)/N(9), is the covering 
%q. -% 9$, where %j; is a normal model for %’ over M (recall that 9:1 
denotes the normal model induced from SF-). To finish, we must show that 
‘tt 2 9,.v has good reduction (respectively integral reduction) at q,,,. 
Let & be the integral closure of R,v in N(U). Let r = q S A S,. Then r 
is the only prime ideal of S, lying over t-t,\,. R,v. Let R, be the localization 
of .S,Y at r. Thus we have an extension of fields; k(B) c i?,\,;r. B,,, c k(%) 
(recall that k(9) = A,,>/q,v . A,v and A(‘??) = B/q . B). As before, 
gal(K(%)i;N(%)) maps onto gal(k(%‘)/(B,lr . B,,,)). But gal( K(%‘)/N(%)) is 
precisely the kernel of the map from gal(K(%)jN(9)) to gal(k(W)/k(52)). 
Therefore k(v) z B,,;‘r . B,. The formula x ei .f, = n implies that the 
ramification degree of r . B,,? in B is equal to [K(V): N(W)] = [K: ,‘V]. Since 
the ramification degree of q!v. A,+ in B is also equal to [K: N]. we conclude 
that q,Y. A,,, does not ramify in B,%. Thus q,\, B,,+ = r. B,v. To fmish> we 
need oniy show that (I,~. S,v = r. 
Since the localization of 6’,, at q,v is contained in S,v it follows that 
q,,, . S,v is generated by a single clement, say q. Now S,,,, is integrally closed, 
so by [M, Theorem 381, every principal ideal of S, is unmixed. In other 
words, the prime ideals of S, associated to q. S, all have height one. But 
from the last paragraph we know that r is the only height one prime ideal 
of S,,? containing q . S,v. Therefore q,,, . S,q is r-primary. Since qN generates 
the maximal ideal of the localization of S, at r, it follows from [A M, 
Proposition 4.8 ] that q,v. S,Y = r . B,. n S,k = r. 1 
The question of whether 9ZKz 21K descends to a covering over a field 
IV’ .X M such that N’IM is unramihcd over all primes of good reduction of 
the covering should be closely related to the question of whether there is 
an unramilied cover of the corresponding Hurwitz space (see, e.g., [C--H] 
or [Fr]) over which there is a family. 
Recall from the beginning of this section that M and L are the fields of 
moduli of ?? + 9 and %? 2 2 respectively. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let p he a maximul id& of C,M. If %$ --% 2; has 
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integral reduction at ull maximal ideuls of CK lying over p, then the extension 
L/M is unram$ied ol;er p. 
ProoJ This follows immediately from the previous proposition and the 
fact that L is the intersection of all fields of dclinition of %?L 9 (see 
[C H, Proposition 2.71). 1 
3.3. LEMMA (see also [Mat, Folg. 1.41). Let M he thejield of moduli qf 
‘8 + 9 (without the group action, and with respect to .C$p-). There are afinite 
group G’ and a G’-galois branched covering 9 5 9 which dominates 
(e& 3 (i.c> ., 24 + V + 3) such thot 
( 1) G’ is a subgroup of G 0 . . 0 G, t times, where t = [M : F], 
(2) the field of mod& of 9 -+ 53 (without the group action) is F, and 
(3) the branch locus of 99 -+ 9 is the same as the branch locus of 
e-b 3. 
Proqj Let U be an algebraic closure of F(9) containing K(g). Let 
K(g) be the galois closure of K(W)/&(9) inside U. Then K(.@) is the com- 
positum in U of all a(K(%)), where (T runs over all extensions of elements 
of gal(K/F) to automorphisms of 11 leaving F(9) fixed. Thus K(B) is galois 
over K(9) with galois group G’, which is a subgroup of G @ ... 0 G, 
t times, where t = [M : F]. 
Let .“A 3 9? be the covering (of nonsingular, complete curves over C) 
corresponding to the field extension K(g))!K(%) tensored with C. Since 
K(B) is galois over F(9), the field of moduli of 2 -+ 9 (without the group 
action) is F [B, Lemma 2.41. 
(3) holds since the branch points of W + 9 are defined over K. 1 
The following lemma uses a result of Section 5. This lemma and the 
proposition following it are not used in the proof of Theorem 5.5. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let .B 5 9 be the covering of (the previous) Lemma 3.3. 
Let Z!?i 2 9; he the induced col;ering oj’ normal curces otter 6,. Fix 
p E S~CC((~~), a prime oj’good reduction of‘ %?k s gk, und assume that p 
does not divide 1 GI. Then, possibly after enlarging K, 59; -% 9; has good 
reduction at p. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.4 and the fact that the only primes dividing ]G’j 
also divide (GI, it sufiiccs to show that !%?g has good reduction at p. 
Let (T , , . . . . rr, E gal(K/F) represent the t coscts of gal(K;M) in gal(K/F) 
(notation as in the previous Lemma 3.3). Assume 0, = I. Let %,--% 9 be 
the covering corresponding to the field extension a,(K(W)) of K(9) (ten- 
sored with C) and let W&z Sk., be the induced covering of normal 
curves over &. Let A bc the local ring of a point of 9; in the libcr over 
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u, let Cj be the integral closure of A in o;(K(%)), and let B be the integral 
closure of A in K(9). Let m be the maximal ideal of A and let b, ~ ...~ b, be 
the prime ideals of A which come from the branch points of % + 9. Bj 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 and by possibly enlarging K, we may assume that 
these, together with tu if I’ > 0. are the only prime ideals of A that ramify 
in C,. 
Since the branch points of W -+ ‘j: are all defined over K it follows that 
b,, . . . . b,, 111 (if r > 0) are precisely the prime ideals of A that ramify in C‘, 
for all i. Now the bi are all tamely ramified in the Cj, so by Abhyankar’s 
lemma, [SGAI, X, Lemma 3.61, no height one prime ideal of C, ramifies 
in B. 
The ideal p . d,, is generated by a single element, call it p. Let II bc a 
maximal ideal of C,. Then since 6” c A and since % i has good reduction 
at p, it follows that there is some ;’ E C, such that (7, p) is the maximal 
idcal of (C,),,. Thus (C,), is a regular local ring. This, together with the 
conclusion of the previous paragraph, allows us to apply “purity of branch 
locus”, (IN, Theorem 41.11, which says that B is unramified over C‘, 
Now if r is a maximal ideal of B lying over n, then the maximal ideal o! 
B, is (;*. p). This implies that every local ring of ZI:( p) is regular (of dimen- 
sion one). By enlarging K again if necessary, we may assume that some 
point of .tik = .%$ xcK (CGK/p) is dclined over k = 0,/n. Then k is algebrai- 
cally closed in the function field of %Ik. By Lemma 2.2, ,@i has good reduc- 
tion at p, as was to be shown. 1 
The above proof does not work for integral reduction because an 
unramificd cover of a curve with integral reduction does not necessarily 
have integral reduction. For example, consider an unramified cover of the 
elliptic curve J” = .w(,Y - 1)(x- y), where p is a prime number. The elliptic 
curve has integral reduction at p, but the unramified cover of it need not. 
3.5. PROPOSITIOS. Let p he a maximal ideal of CF such that %i. 5 521 
has good reduction at all primes q of EK l.ving owr p. Then the.field of mociuli 
of ‘i;: 2 9 is unram$ed ocer p. 
Proc$ Let .% 2 gK and 9°K -!% 9: be the coverings of Lemmas 3.3 
and 3.4. By Lemma 3.2, the field of moduli of .%I --% .9 is unramified over 
p. The result now follows from the fact that the field of moduli of % -% Li; 
is contained in the field of moduli of .@I % 9. 1 
SECTION 4. SOME RING THEORY 
Throughout this section, let A be a Noctherian, integrally closed, local 
domain of dimension two and let Vl be its fraction field. Let G‘ be a finite 
481/125/l-17 
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group, let !I3 be a Galois extension of 2l with galois group C;, and let B be 
the integral closure of A in ‘2% 
One should think of A as the local ring of some point of 9; in the fiber 
over a prime p of OK and B as the semi-local ring of the points of %i. lying 
over it. Roughly speaking, the goal is to prove that if the branch locus of 
?? + 9 does not meet in the fiber over p, if p does not divide JGI, and if 
p . A is a prime ideal of A, then p. B is a prime ideal of B. 
The idea of the proof is to “pull back” by an appropriate cyclic cover of 
9; which is branched only along the component of the branch locus that 
meets p (if there is one). One then has a bigger covering which is 
unramified over both %g and the cyclic cover of .9:. It is easy to check 
that this big covering has good reduction at p, since it is an unramificd 
cover of a cyclic cover. Finally, one shows (roughly) that if p generates a 
prime ideal in an unramified extension of B then it generates a prime ideal 
in B. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let e he a positive integer. Assume, in addition to the above 
assumptions, that A is a regular local ring and that SI, /? E A are chosen so 
that (IY, 8) is the maximal ideal qf A. Then the ring C = A[x]/(x’- a) is a 
regular local ring with maximal ideal (X, /II), where x is an indeterminate and 
X is the image of x in C. 
Proof: Let C= A[x]/(x’- SI) and let X denote the image of x in C. 
Since C is integral over A, every maximal ideal of C must contain the maxi- 
mal ideal of A. Therefore every maximal ideal of C contains (X,8). But 
C/(X, 8) 2 A/(x, /I) is a field. Therefore (2, /?) is a maximal ideal and C is 
a regular local ring. 1 
4.2. COROLLARY. Let A, a, /?, and C he as in (the previous) Lemma 4.1. 
Then C is an integrally closed domain and C/(/i’) is a regular local ring of 
dimension one whose maximal ideal is generated by X. 
Proof See [M, Theorem 361. 1 
4.3. LEMMA. Keep the assumptions of‘ Lemma 4.1 and assume in addition 
that the integer e is invertible in A. Then (z) is the only prime ideal of height 
one qf A that ram$es in C, and the ramification degree of (sl) in C is e. 
Proof: Let p be a prime ideal of A of height one which does not contain 
a. Let k bc the field A,/p. A,, and let Cr be the image of !.I in k. Now let 
fl(X).l;(X). ... . fr(x) = xe - 2 be the factorization of x” - 5 into 
irreducible polynomials in k[x]. Since e is invertible in A, it is also invcr- 
tible in k and therefore, since a is not in p, the polynomial xr - 2 has no 
multiple factors. Thus if i# j, then (.f.(x),fj(x)) is the unit ideal in k[x]. 
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Let g,(x), . . . . g,(x) be polynomials in A,, [s] which map to 1;(x), . ..., T,(X). 
Thus any prime ideal of A, [xl/( xe - 2) containing the image of p must 
contain the image of exactly one of the g,(x). This proves that there are 
precisely r primes of C lying over u and that each contains the image of 
precisely one of the K,(X). 
Let q,, q,, . ..) q, be the prime ideals of C lying over n, where we assume 
that g,(x) is contained in q,. Let fi= [C,,/qi.C,,: A,!p.A,]. Then 
f‘, + f2 + ... + f, = L’, so by the formula x eif; = n [S LF, I, Section 4, 
Proposition lo], p is unramified in C. 
Since ,U: the image of x in C, generates a prime ideal (by Corollary 4.2), 
and since .Y = r in C: it is clear that (2) ramifies in C and that its ramitica- 
tion degree in C is e. 1 
4.4. LI‘:MMA. Let EC F he Noetheriun, integrally closed local domains 
and assume that F is the localizution of an integral extension of E at a maxi- 
mu1 ideai. If ;’ E E generates a prime ideal in F, then 7 generates u prime ideai 
in E. 
Proof: Let y.E=r,nr,n . . . n r, be a minimal primary decomposi- 
tion of 7. E and let q, be the radical of r,. Since E is an integrally closed 
domain. every principal ideal of E is unmixed [M, Theorem 381. In other 
words. the prime ideals q,, . . . . q,, all have height one. 
Since 7 F is a prime ideal of height one which is contained in q, . F. it 
follows that 7. F= qi. F. Thus 7. F is the only prime ideal lying above q, 
and so q,=q2= . . . =q,. Let q=q, and r=r,. Therefore ;,.E=r is 
q-primary. 
Since q has height one and since E is integrally closed, E, is a discrete 
valuation ring. Also, by [A-M, Proposition 4.83, r. E, is primary and 
r. E, n E= r. Therefore r = q(“) for some positive integer II. where 
(1 w = (9”. E,) n E, the nth symbolic power of q. 
Finally, 7. F= qcn). Fc (4”. E, . Fn F) c (;I’. F(.,, n F) c ;J. F, so that we 
have equality everywhere. But ;,‘I . EC.,,, n F= 7 F implies that n = 1. There- 
fore 7 .E=r=q”)= q is a prime ideal, as was to be shown. [ 
Remurk (on the proof of Lemma 4.4). If F is flat (equivalently, free) 
E-module then F is faithfully ilat over E and, in this case, lemma 4.4 
follows trivially from the fact that for any ideal I of E, 1. Fn E= I. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Assume thut A is a regulur local ring in which /GI, the 
order of the group G, is invertible and such that all the IGjth roots of unitJ 
are contained in 21. Let (CZ, fi) be the maximul ideal ofA. Assume that (r) 
is the only prime ideal oj’height one thut ratrnfies in B, and that B is tumeiy 
rumtfied over (a). Let 11 be any maximal ideal of B. Then fl generates a prime 
ideal in the local ring B,, . 
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Proof Since (r) is tamely ramified, the inertia groups of the primes 
lying over it are all cyclic (see, e.g., [Z--S, Chap. V, Section lo]). Suppose 
they all have order r. Let C= A[x]/(x”-r). Let 6 be the fraction field of 
C and let 3 be the compositum of 23 and 0 inside some fixed algebraic 
closure of 2l. Let D be the integral closure of A in 2. 
Since 91 contains all the &h roots of unity, (5 is galois over 91 and the 
galois group is cyclic of order e. Thus by Lemma 4.3 and the fact that C/A 
is also tamely ramified over (r), Abhyankar’s lemma [SGA, X, 
Lemma 3.61 applies to say that no prime ideal of height one of either C or 
B ramifies in D. 
Ry Lemma 4.1, C is a regular local ring with maximal idea1 (X, 8) (with 
the same notation as in the lemma). Therefore, by “purity of branch locus” 
[N, Theorem 41 .l 1, D is unramitied over C. So if m is a maxima1 ideal of 
/I, then the maximal ideal of the local ring D,,, is generated by X and /I. 
Thus D,, is a regular local ring and by [M, Theorem 361, [I generates a 
prime ideal of D,,, of height one and D,,,/(P) is a regular local ring of 
dimension one. 
Now apply Lemma 4.4, with E = B,,, F= D,,, and ‘/ = p. 1 
4.6. Remark (on Proposition 4.5). If D is flat over B then D is &ale 
over B and in this case one can conclude that B,, is a regular local ring and 
that /3 is part of a system of parameters. 
SECTION 5. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF SECTION 4 
In this section we prove (Proposition 5.3) that if .Qk has good reduction 
at p, where p [ jG], and if the branch locus of V + B does not become 
singular modulo p, then the covering %is 9;Z has integral reduction at 
all primes lying over p. This is then used, together with the results of 
Section 3, to prove that the field of moduli of ‘27 z t%: is unramitied away 
from the primes of bad reduction of 2&i., the primes dividing ICI, and the 
primes p for which the branch locus of ‘2? + 8 becomes singular modulo p 
(Theorem 5.5). 
Theorem 3.3 of [Fu] is similar to (and more genera1 than) Proposi- 
tion 5.3 here, but the hypotheses and methods of proof are different. 
5.1. LEMMA. Let p he a prime ideal of tTF which does not dioide [Cl and 
ussume that .3X has good reduction at p. Let P c .Qs( he the ,fiber otter p in 
the map 3: + Spec(cX). After possibly enlarging K, P is not contained in the 
branch locus of %k -+ 3:. 
Equivalently, tf’ K is sufficiently large then {f D is the local ring of any 
point on 9;; in the,fiber ozjer p and if C is the integrnl closure of D in K(g), 
the function $eld of %g, then p . D does not rumtfy in C. 
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Proof Let A be a ring such that Spec(A) is an afline patch of 9:. which 
meets the fiber over p. Since 9: has good reduction at p, it follows that 
p A is a prime ideal of A. Let B be the integral closure of A in K(E). Thus 
Spec(lJ) is an aflinc patch for %R. Since 9; is covered by finitely many 
affine patches, it suffices to show that after possibly enlarging K, the prime 
ideal p ‘A does not ramify in B. 
Since p does not divide IG’I, B is tamely ramified over p. Therefore the 
inertia groups of the primes lying over p are all cyclic [Z S, Chap. V, Scc- 
tion lo], say of order E. Let L = K[x],‘(x” - p), where p E p generates i-’ 
locally. L is galois over K since K contains the eth roots of unity, and p is 
tamely ramified in L with ramification degree e. Let q be the prime ideai 
of cc,. lying over p. Let A’ be the integral closure of A in L(9)-the func- 
tion field of 9’;. (the normal model for 9 over L obtained from “ig). Then 
by Proposition 2.5, q . A’ is a prime ideal of A’ and hence is the only prime 
ideal of A’ lying over p A. Therefore the ramification dcgrcc of p ,4 in /I’ 
is also e. 
Let B’ be the integral closure of A’ in L(e)-the function field of ‘6;. By 
Abhyankar’s lemma [SGAI, X, Lemma 3.63, q .A’ does not ramify in B’. 
Since Spec( A’) and Spec( B’) are affinc patches for 9;. and W;. respectively. 
the lemma now follows. l 
5.2. LEMMA. [f‘ 9~ is regular (i.e. all loud rings ure regular) then the 
branch locus qf W;1 + 9;. consists of’ the image of the branch locus of% + 9 
and some verticul jihers .fronl the mup 9; + Spec(C’,). 
More precisely, Let D he the local ring qf some regulur point on 9,: in the 
fiber ocer p E Spec(C,). und let C tw the semi-locwl ring of’ points oj’%‘~. l>3ing 
owr the gicen point qf Pk.. Let b, , . . . . b,, be the prime ideuls of’ II \1hich some 
from points ($9 which rumif\, in (6. Let ttt he the maximal i&d of D md 
let p I, . ..? p, he the height one prime ideals qf D \c,hich contain p. Then ti?c 
set of‘ prime ideals of D that ram([v in C is either ernpt?. or is 
{b , , . . . . b,,, tn ) ti S, where S is (I subset qf { p, , . . . . p, ). 
Proof: Since D is a regular local ring and C is integrally closed we may 
apply “purity of branch locus,” [N, Theorem 41.11. This theorem says that 
if m ramifies in C then some prime ideal of height one of D must ramify 
in C. Let r be a prime ideal of height one of D that ramifies in C. 
If p is contained in r then r is one of the p,. So assume that p is not con- 
tained in r. Then since C&, is contained in D, WC have p . !ov n r = (0). 
because p . C, is generated by a single element. Therefore /I, contains K, 
which implies that D, is the local ring of a point of %*, and hence the point 
of 9’~ corresponding to r is in the image of the map % -+ 9;. 
Now the point of qK corresponding to D, must be ramified in vK, But 
D, OK C is unramilied over D,, so a generator for the maximal ideal of D, 
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locally generates the maximal ideals of D, OK @, and a similar statement is 
true for local rings of qK. Therefore the points of 9 which map to the point 
of gK corresponding to D, all ramify in 99. Therefore r is one of the bi. This 
proves that the prime ideals of D of height one that ramify in C are 
contained in {b,, . . . . b,,, m> u {p,, . . . . p,<J. 
Now assume that n # 0. Since D,,@, @ is unrdmilied over D,:, it follows 
as above that each 6, ramifies in C. 1 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let p be u prime ideal of cF which does not divide ICI. 
Assume that 3;. has good reduction at p and uswme that the branch locus 
ef 27 -% 9 does not become singular module p. Then IY K sufficiently Iurge, 
the covering Wg 2 %;( has integral reduction at all primes of 6, lying 
ocer p, 
Proof Pick K sufficiently large, containing F, so that 
(1) all the [Glth roots of unity are contained in K, 
(2) the fiber of the map 9:-+ Spec(fiK) over any prime q of fiK lying 
over p does not ramify in %‘l (see Lemma 5.1). 
Fix a prime q of GK lying over p. Let D be the local ring of some point 
on 9: in the fiber over q and let C be the integral closure of D in K(W), 
so C is the semi-local ring of points of %i lying over the point of 9; 
corresponding to D. Since 0q c D and since the maximal ideal q. Q, is 
generated by a single clement, say q, WC have that q . D is generated by y. 
Now D has good reduction at q (Proposition 2.5), therefore D/q. D is a 
regular local ring of dimension one, and so D is a regular local ring of 
dimension two and q is part of a system of parameters for D. 
By (2) and Lemma 5.2, the only height one prime ideals of D that ramify 
in C are prime ideals that come from branch points of % + 9. Let b,, . . . . 6, 
be these height one prime ideals of D. Since the branch locus does not 
become singular modulo p it also does not become singular modulo q. 
Thus r is either I or 0. 
Case 1. r = 0. Then C is unramilied over D (by purity of branch locus, 
as in Lemma 5.2). Thus the localizations of C at its maximal ideals are 
regular local rings and q generates a prime ideal in each of them [M, 
Theorem 361. 
Cuse 2. r = 1. Let b, = 6. Then since the branch points of %7 + 9 are 
defined over K (by hypothesis, see Section 1 ), the image of b in D/q . D 
generates the maximal ideal of D/q. D. Then there is some b E b such that 
the image of b in Djq D generates the maximal ideal of D/q. D. So (h, q) 
is the maximal ideal of D, and b generates a prime ideal of D of height one. 
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Therefore b = (h). Proposition 4.5 now says that y generates a prime ideal 
in the localization of C at any maximal ideal. 
In either case we have concluded that y generates a prime ideal in the 
localization of C at any maximal ideal. Therefore every local ring of 
& = %L x,, (C,:q) is an integral domain. If K is sufficiently large then 
some point of WK is defined over K and so the corresponding point of 
Q$ is defined over k. Then k is algebraically closed in the function field 
of WA. By Lemma 2.2, %i has integral reduction at q. Thus the covering 
‘4: 2 SL, has integral reduction at q by Lemma 2.4. 1 
5.4. Remark. llsing the proof of Lemma 4.5 (see Remark 4.6), one can 
show that the covering %i, -% 9: is dominated by a galois covering 
(of 9:) with a galois group whose order is divisible only by the primes 
dividing IG] and which has good reduction at q. If one knew that 
this bigger curve were flat over %i then one could conclude that in fact 
WK 2 9: has good reduction at q. 
Recall that G is a finite group, that % -% Y is a G-galois branched 
covering of curves over C, that 9 is defined over a number field F with a 
model <Jp over F, and that the branch points of V’ + <X are defined over F. 
For this theorem WC allow the normal model 9;- for 9k over (IF to vary. 
while YF remain fixed. 
5.5. THEOREM. Let p he a prime ideal of Gp which does not dicide ICI, the 
order ?f‘ G. If there is some normal model 9;. for QF ouer c’,- suc4 that the 
branch locus of ‘6 4 % does not become singular mod& p and such that 3;: 
has good reduction at p, then the field of mod& of $9 -% ~2 (with respect to 
gp ) is unramified ocer v. 
Proof Let :% % 3 be the covering of Lemma 3.3. So 9 s % 
dominates ‘6 -% 3, has the same branch locus as V -+ 9, and the field of 
moduli of .‘%? 4 .Li: (without the group action) is F. Furthermore, the primes 
dividing IG’l are the same as the primes dividing jG/. Now apply Proposi- 
tion 5.3 and 3.2 to 9 -% .9 and use the fact that the field of moduli of 
% --‘A % is contained in the field of moduli of A9 5 9:. 1 
5.6. COROLLARY. The group G, the brunch points qf W -+ 33 and the 
model ~2~ determine the .field of mod& (with respect to ~2~) of % 2 9 up 
to .finitelJ man): fields. 
Proqf: Let M be the field of moduli of % -% 9, and let r be the number 
of branch points of the covering. By [Fr, Section 4B] or [Mat, Satz 3.11, 
[:I4 : F] d IGI’ (Satz 3.1 gives a much better bound than the one stated 
here). Now Theorem 5.5 gives a finite set of primes, S. of F such that every 
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prime dividing the discriminant of A4 over F belongs to S. This set S 
depends only on ](;I, the branch points of the covering, and L2,... By a 
theorem of Hermite [Has, p. 5953, them arc only finitely many number 
fields K, containing I;, such that [K : F] < [Cl’ and the primes dividing the 
discriminant of K over F arc all in S. 1 
5.7. COROI.I.ARY. [f B = pi: and the cowering Q? + B has only three 
rational branch points then the field of mod& of % z 3 is unramfied otter 
primes thut do not dil;ide ICI. 
Proof: P’ has a model over 27 with good reduction everywhere, namely 
Pi. By using a fractional linear transformation: one can take the three 
branch points to {OF 1: <CC ). This does not change the held of moduli. Now 
apply Theorem 5.5. 1 
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